
 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The NEO PATTERN Collection is characterised by 
the clarity of graphic design. The fabric designs are 
based on geometric shapes and patterns whose 
subtlety creates space for the textiles themselves. 
Weaves such as satin, taffeta and epingle feature 
textile structures emphasised by the geometric 
language of the patterning. The result? Exciting 
possibilities for use in both modern and classic 
interiors.  
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DIAMANT  

Decoration 
Art. no. 2586 
10 colours 
Width 139 cm / 55 inch  ↔ 
Repeat 6 cm / 2 inch 
40PES/34CO/26SE  
IXCLP           

 

DIAMANT is a graphic decoration fabric with a fine diamond pattern. This satin looks and feels like silk, and 
yet DIAMANT is woven on a polyester warp. Cotton, rather than silk, is used in the weft. Depth is created 
by the colours in the weft, which appear as subtle contrasts in the very graphic surface. With its silk-like 
charm, DIAMANT is the ideal decoration fabric in modern interior design, although it can also be used as a 
light cover fabric.  
 
 

  

 
 

ROMBO  
Decoration 
Art. no. 2587 
10 colours 
Width 130 cm / 51 inch  ↔ 
Repeat 41 cm / 16 inch 
40PES/38CO/22PAN 
IXCLP 
 
 

ROMBO features a geometrically woven diamond pattern on the surface. The distinctive, raised design is 
created by using shrink yarns to produce an unusual three-dimensional finish. Its rich, strong colours 
combined with an opulent sheen will add very special accents to any room. Woven on a fine polyester 
warp, it imitates a silky structure. The partly contrasting cotton yarn in the weft produces the two-tone 
effect. The colour combinations are toning and subtly contrasting, opening up a wide range of possible uses 
for this sophisticated decoration fabric, from classic to modern.  
 
 

  

 
 

CHESS  

Upholstery 
Art. no. 2588 
5 colours 
Width 140 cm / 55 inch  ↔ 
Repeat 3 cm / 1 inch 
45CO/36PES/19PA 
IXCNP     TF 

CHESS is a typical SAHCO cover fabric with excellent properties in an uncompromising hard-wearing 
fabric. Its structure as a double weave with plissé also makes this fabric stand out. The chess-board pattern 
is created using subtle colour contrasts in the warp and weft. The matt-shine effect underlines the unusual 
finish. Despite the pleated weave, this cover fabric is robust and resistant to abrasion. The two light shades 
are Teflon-coated to protect against stains.   
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CLOU 
Upholstery 
Art. no. 2589 
8 colours 
Width 145 cm / 57 inch  ↔ 
Repeat 26 cm / 10 inch 
100 PES 
BXCNP     F 
 
 

Our CLOU fabric is a hard-wearing cover fabric based on an epingle weave. The jacquard pattern consists 
of quartered circle outlines spread freely across the surface. The pattern is formed from the strong, cord-
like weft yarn to produce exciting, individual shapes that look like cloud pictures. The design is clear, 
geometric and playful at the same time. The soft fabric can easily be used for firm upholstery. The 8 colour 
combinations of CLOU are matched to the successful basic item SIMON from the 2012 Collection, 
opening up the possibilities for attractive mixing and matching.  
 
  

 
 

ECLIPSE 
Decoration 
Art. no. 2590 
3 colours 
Width 140 cm / 55 inch  ↔  
Repeat 29 cm / 11 inch 
99PES/1MTF 
BXCKP       c 

ECLIPSE is a high-quality transparent fabric with an embroidered circle pattern. Cleverly offset, the circles 
seem to float on the fine polyester organza. The overlapping embroidery in the areas of the circles is made 
up of multi-coloured lurex yarn in a subtle imitation of a double-layered fabric. The leno weave of the basic 
fabric makes the structure very robust. In ECLIPSE, a subtle pattern is combined with elaborate 
embroidery to produce an elegant transparent fabric.  
 
 
 

 
 

MONDO 
Decoration fabric 
Art. no. 2591 
7 colours 
Width 320 cm / 126 inch y 
Repeat 42 cm / 17 inch 
100PES 
BXCLP     wc 

MONDO is a classic taffeta fabric characterised by a typical iridescent effect. Two different colours in the 
warp and weft produce the subtle interplay of colours and create the pattern of large circles on the fabric 
in a subtle two-tone look. The alternating satin and taffeta weaves give a lovely, graphic contrast based on 
fine structures coupled with a silky sheen. MONDO can be used for modern and elegant interiors. The 
graphic pattern can be used railroaded offset or room-high. The pure polyester material composition 
makes this elegant taffeta wonderfully easy to care for.  
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MONDRIAN 
Decoration 
Art. no. 2592 
7 colours 
Width 320 cm / 126 inch y   
Repeat 32 cm / 13 inch 
100PES 
BXCLP     wc  

MONDRIAN is the coordinating block stripe to go with MONDO in an identical fine fabric. The clear 
colour contrast appears even stronger here in the stripe. This block stripe with a satin and taffeta weave 
comes in seven powerful colour variations. MONDRIAN has a very individual appearance, depending on 
the colour combination, and can be used in all interiors from casually modern to classically elegant. This 
fabric is a striking, two-colour block stripe that, because of the room-high product width, can be applied as 
an attractive barré horizontally or railroaded vertically. 
 

 


